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ABSTRACT
Thanks to a simple SQL extension, Recursive-aggregate-SQL

(RaSQL) can express very powerful queries and declarative al-

gorithms, such as classical graph algorithms and data mining

algorithms. A novel compiler implementation allows RaSQL

to map declarative queries into one basic fixpoint operator

supporting aggregates in recursive queries. A fully optimized

implementation of this fixpoint operator leads to superior

performance, scalability and portability. Thus, our RaSQL

system, which extends Spark SQLwith the before-mentioned

new constructs and implementation techniques, matches and

often surpasses the performance of other systems, including

Apache Giraph, GraphX and Myria.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An exploding number of Big Data and AI applications de-

mand efficient support for complex analytics on large and

diverse workloads. To address this challenge, researchers in

both academia and industry have built a number of large-

scale distributed data processing systems relying on various

language interfaces [37, 55, 59, 60]. Besides those that pro-

pose new languages, we find several of these, such as Apache

Hive [53], Facebook Presto [9] and Microsoft Scope [65], all

choose SQL or its dialects as their language. Even systems

which were not targeted at relational processing initially, are

now actively building their SQL interfaces, such as Apache

Spark [13], Apache Kafka [33] and Google Spanner [14].

The continuing popularity of SQL is hardly surprising

given the huge benefits it offers over other languages for

many big-data applications, including its portability, per-

formance and scalability via data parallelism that has been

achieved through decades of research and industrial develop-

ments. Yet, as the field is witnessing the emergence of many

data management systems supporting new applications, such

as graph and AI applications, a consensus is growing that

devising simple extensions of SQL that will allow RDBMS

to efficiently support these applications represents a vital

research problem. Thus, while projects such as [46] focus

on enabling SQL to support the richer data structures and
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representations provided by JSON, in this paper, we focus

on extending the expressive power of the language.

The potential for the greater expressive power of recursive

queries has provided a key motivation for Datalog research

[32, 38, 43]. Inspired by it, the SQL:99 standard introduced the

Recursive Common Table Expression (CTE), which allows

recursive queries such as Transitive Closure (TC). However,

in those extensions, the use of negation and aggregates in

the recursive query proper was disallowed due to the con-

cern that their non-monotonic nature would compromise

the least-fixpoint semantics of the queries. Therefore, the

current SQL standard merely supports queries that are strat-
ified w.r.t. aggregates and negation, leading to computations

where the recursive queries complete before aggregates and

negation are applied to the results that they produce.

Fortunately, it was recently shown [21, 62] that queries

with aggregates-in-recursion that satisfy a Pre-Mappability
(PreM) condition produce the same results as the stratified
program; thus they are semantically equivalent but evaluate

much more efficiently than their stratified counterparts. Fur-

thermore, recursive queries that do not use negation but ag-

gregates satisfying PreM can express many advanced queries

of interest, such as those discussed in this paper and [21].

In this paper, we present the RaSQL
1
language and system

that extends the current SQL standard to support aggregates-

in-recursion. RaSQL is able to express a broad range of data

analytics queries, especially those commonly used in graph

algorithms and data mining, in a fully declarative fashion.

This quantum leap in expressive power is achieved by en-

abling the use of the aggregates such as min, max, count and
sum in the CTE in the SQL standard.

Furthermore, the RaSQL system compiles the recursive

construct into a highly optimized fixpoint operator, with
seamless integration to other SQL operators such as joins or

filters. Because of the aggregate-in-recursion optimization

brought by PreM and other improvements discussed in the

paper, the performance of RaSQL system implemented on

top of Apache Spark, matches and often surpasses that of

other systems, including Apache Giraph, GraphX and Myria

as shown in our experiments (Section 8).

Themain purpose of our experiments is not to explore how

fast we can run on the most advanced hardware, or claim

that the RaSQL implementation is fundamentally faster than

some other system, but rather to demonstrate that a gen-

eral recursive query engine can be optimized to achieve the

competitive performance of special-purpose graph systems.

Contributions.We make the following contributions:

• The RaSQL language which extends the power of recur-

sion of the current SQL standards, and enables expression

of a broad range of applications in fully declarative ways.

1
RaSQL, pronounced ‘Rascal’, is an acronym for: Recursive-aggregate-SQL.

• A series of compiler implementation techniques to map

the recursive query into a simple fixpoint operator, which
is amenable to a variety of optimizations.

• Distributed iterative computation optimizations specifi-

cally focused on recursive plans, i.e. the fixpoint evalua-

tion process, and various improvements in job scheduling,

data broadcasting and shuffling.

• A large-scale evaluation of the RaSQL implementation

on real graphs and complex analytics tasks comparing

our system with other special-purpose graph systems.

Outline. In Section 2, we introduce the syntax and seman-

tics of the RaSQL language. Section 3 describes the PreM

property which is the foundation for making possible the ef-

ficient evaluation of aggregates in recursion. Section 4 gives

examples of several important algorithms that can be suc-

cinctly expressed in RaSQL. Section 5 shows how RaSQL

queries are compiled into recursive physical plans, i.e. the

fixpoint operator, to execute on Apache Spark. Section 6 in-

troduces the fixpoint operator execution, specifically the dis-

tributed semi-naive evaluation process. Section 7 presents

more optimization techniques, including stage combination,

decomposed plan evaluation and code generation. Section

8 presents experimental results, with comparisons of our

system to other distributed iterative computation systems.

Section 9 reviews related works. Section 10 draws conclusion

and plans for future work.

2 THE RASQL LANGUAGE
RaSQL is a new query language which is a superset of the

current SQL:99 standard, thus all SQL:99 language features

are supported in RaSQL. Beyond that, RaSQL makes impor-

tant extensions to the standard’s Common Table Expressions

(CTEs) to allow the use of basic aggregates in recursion, with

its semantics guaranteed by the PreM property.

Syntax As demonstrated below, the CTE construct starts

with the keyword “WITH”, followed by a sequence of recur-

sive view definitions. Each recursive view definition starts

with the optional keyword “recursive”, followed by the view

schema definition (name and columns). The view content is

defined by a union of sub-queries: each sub-query is either a

base case, i.e. its FROM clause does not refer to any recursive

CTE, or a recursive case, i.e. its FROM clause may refer to

one or more recursive CTEs.

WITH [recursive] VIEW1 (v1_column1, v1_column2, ...)
AS (SQL-expression11) UNION (SQL-expression12)

...,
[recursive] VIEW2 (v2_column1, v2_column2, ...)
AS (SQL-expression21) UNION (SQL-expression22) ...

SELECT ... FROM VIEW1 | VIEW2 | ...

WITH RECURSIVE construct of RaSQL
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RaSQL extends the CTE construct for recursive queries by

allowing the use of the basic aggregates such as min, max,
sum, count in recursive view definition. For aggregates used

in the CTE, RaSQL adopts the implicit group by rule, i.e. no

explicit group by clause is required in each sub-query, and all

columns except the aggregates will be treated as the group by

columns. This design greatly reduces the boilerplate code and

improves the readability. Moreover, it conveys the message

that the aggregate function is applied to all the given column

values produced during the recursive computation.

Example The Bill of Materials (BOM) [10] is an important

recursive query application in SQL:99, and gets widely used

in many business environments. We use this classical exam-

ple to illustrate the detailed syntax and semantics of RaSQL

and the PreM property. In our simplified version of BOM, we

have the following two base relations:

assbl(Part, SPart). basic(Part, Days).
The assbl table describes the assembling relationships be-

tween an item and its immediate subparts. Not all items are

assembled: basic parts are purchased directly from external

suppliers and will be delivered in a certain number of days,

which is described in the basic table. Without loss of gener-

ality, we assume a part will be ready the very same day when

its last subpart arrives. Thus, the number of days required

for the an item to be ready is the maximum day when each

of its subparts is delivered. In SQL:99, the BOM query can

be expressed as follows:

WITH recursive waitfor(Part, Days) AS
(SELECT Part, Days FROM basic) UNION
(SELECT assbl.Part, waitfor.Days
FROM assbl, waitfor
WHERE assbl.Spart = waitfor.Part)

SELECT Part, max(Days) FROM waitfor GROUP BY Part

Q1: Days Till Delivery by a Stratified Program
RaSQL still supports this query, but also supports an equiv-

alent and much more efficient version as below.

WITH recursive waitfor(Part, max() as Days) AS
(SELECT Part, Days FROM basic) UNION
(SELECT assbl.Part, waitfor.Days
FROM assbl, waitfor
WHERE assbl.Spart = waitfor.Part)

SELECT Part, Days FROM waitfor

Q2: The Equivalent Endo-Max Program
Note that from a syntax point of view, the RaSQL query

only makes a small change to replace the stratified max2

used in Q1 by the max aggregate in the recursive CTE head

of Q2. However, it is non-trivial to show that Q1 and Q2

2
stratified aggregate means it can only be applied to the result of recursive

evaluation, not within the recursive evaluation process.

are equivalent semantically and evaluate to the same result,

which is discussed below.

Semantics The semantics for query Q1 and Q2 are defined
by naive fixpoint evaluation shown in Algorithm 1 and 2,

where the following abbreviations are used:

wf=waitfor π=πassbl.Part,wf.Days
Z=Zassbl.SPart=wf.SPart max= PartmaxDays

Algorithm 1 Naive Evaluation of waitfor (wf) in Q1

1: wf← ∅
2: wf′← basic(Part, Days)
3: repeat
4: wf← wf ∪ wf′

5: wf′← π (assbl(Part, SPart) Z wf(SPart, Days)))
6: until wf′ = wf
7: return max(wf)

Algorithm 2 Naive Evaluation of waitfor (wf) in Q2

1: wf← ∅
2: wf′← max(basic(Part, Days))
3: repeat
4: wf← wf ∪ wf′

5: wf′← max(π (assbl(Part, SPart) Z wf(SPart, Days)))
6: until (wf′ = wf)
7: return wf

We denote the Relational Algebra (RA) expression used in

line 5 of Algorithm 1 as T, which derives the new wf′ from the

old wf. The operators used by T are union, join and project,

which are monotonic and guarantees that when wf′ = wf,
we obtain the least fixpoint solution of equation wf = T(wf),
which defines the formal semantics of the Recursive CTE

Q1. The last line in Q1 contains a non-monotonic max ag-

gregate which is applied to wf when the fixpoint wf = T(wf)
is reached. This computation is performed at line 7 of Al-

gorithm 1, which computes the perfect-model for query Q1
that is stratified w.r.t.max [61].

Algorithm 2 shows the naive-fixpoint evaluation for Q2.
Themax aggregate has been moved from the final statement

in Q1 to the head of the Recursive CTE in Q2. Thus the max
aggregate which was in line 7 of Algorithm 1 has now been

moved to line 1 and 5 of Algorithm 2— i.e., lines that specify

the initial and iterative computation of wf.
This example illustrates that supporting aggregates in the

WITH recursive clause requires only simple extensions at

the syntax level, and techniques such as semi-naive fixpoint

and magic sets also require simple extensions when aggre-

gates are allowed in recursion [21]. However, aggregates

in recursion raise major semantics issues caused by their

non-monotonic nature, which have been the focus of many

years of research described in Section 9. Fortunately, the

recent introduction of the PreM property has enabled much

progress [62, 63] on this problem. In fact, the PreM holds
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for this example which indicates Q1 and Q2 will produce

the same results (concrete semantics) and Q2 has a minimal

fixpoint semantics that is equivalent to the perfect model

semantics of Q1 (abstract semantics) [62].

3 THE PREM PROPERTY
If T (R1, . . .Rk ) is a function defined by RA we say that a

constraint γ , is PreM to T (R1, . . . ,Rk ) when the following

property holds:

γ (T (R1, . . . ,Rk )) = γ (T (γ (R1), . . . ,γ (Rk ))).

For instance, if T is union and γ is max, then we have:

max(R1 ∪ . . . ∪ Rk ) =max(max(R1) ∪ . . . ∪max(Rk )).
PreM for union has long been recognized and used as a cor-

nerstone for parallel databases and MapReduce. Moreover

the PreM property also holds for join and other operators,

which provides a general solution to the semantic problem

of having aggregates in recursive queries.

Consider the RA expression T used in line 5 of Algo-

rithm 2, which computes the new value of wf′ from its old

value wf. The PreM property holds for max if max(T(wf)) =
max(T(max(wf))), i.e. if the following relational expressions
are equivalent:

max(π (assbl(Part, SPart) Z wf(SPart, Days))) =
max(π (assbl(Part, SPart) Z max(wf(SPart, Days))))

This PreM equality states that the max waitfor days for a

part is the max of the max of days for each of its subparts.

For simple queries such as this, proving the PreM property is

straightforward. Powerful techniques are available for prov-

ing that complex expressions of RA and arithmetic operators

are PreM w.r.t. extrema and other aggregates [63].

With the PreM property holding, we can now observe that

max(wf(Part, Days)) simply denotes the application of max
to the previous step in the computation of Algorithm 1, by

applying the join and the PreM rule interchangeably, we can

derive Algorithm 2 from Algorithm 1:

max(wfn(Part, Days))
= max(π (assbl(Part, SPart) Z wfn−1(SPart, Days)))
= max(π (assbl(Part, SPart) Z max(wfn−1(SPart, Days)))
= max(π (assbl(Part, SPart) Z
max(π (assbl(Part, SPart) Z max(wfn−2(SPart, Days))))
. . .
= max(π (assbl(Part, SPart) Z . . .
max(π (assbl(Part, SPart) Z max(basic(SPart, Days)))))3

Symmetrically, if we start from Algorithm 2, we see that

max(wf(Part, Days)), i,e., the max applied to the previous

step in the iteration, can be removed without changing the

result. Therefore, starting at line 2, and repeating this reason-

ing for each successive step, we can remove each max from

Algorithm 2, except the one at the last step, that will actually

3
Due to limited space, union is omitted, given that PreM holds for union.

be applied at line 7. In other words, we find that PreM allows

us to transform Algorithm 1 into Algorithm 2 and vice-versa,

thus providing a robust proof of the equivalence of the op-

erational semantics of Q1 and Q2. At the pure declarative

level, the abstract semantics of Q1 and Q2 coincide, since the

minimal fixpoint semantics for Q2 coincides with the perfect

model of Q1 [62].

In addition to min and max, the PreM condition entails

the use of count and sum in recursion. This is because, the

count can be modeled as the max applied on the continuous

monotonic count which can be freely used in recursion, and

similar property hold for the sum of positive numbers [21, 62].

Thus for our BOM example, we can use a query similar to Q2

to efficiently compute the count of items used in an assembly,

or to sum their costs.

Programming with Aggregates in Recursion:
The stratified version Q1 and the unstratified version Q2

are semantically equivalent. Therefore, in principle, either

one could be employed by users to express their applications.

However, there are three compelling reasons for RaSQL to

adopt the unstratified syntax, and these outweigh the benefits

of using internal query rewritings through the compiler.

A first reason for this conclusion is that the iteration im-

plied by the fixpoint evaluation combined with max or min
provides a natural high-level abstraction of the original pro-

cedural algorithms that users find very helpful in expressing

complex algorithms in RaSQL. The same cannot be said for

the stratified versions, particularly for queries such as SSSP4

where cycles in the database will cause non-termination. Pro-

grammers who in the course of their past experience have

developed an aversion to non-terminating loops will feel

very uneasy about that query. The same is true for users

who are not familiar with the concept of transfinite compu-

tations, a concept needed to understand the semantics of an

SSSP query in the presence of cycles in the graph.

A second reason for preferring the unstratified versions

of the queries is the semantics of count and sum. In fact, the

semantics of a traditional count is defined by the application

of max to the continuous count which is monotonic and

can thus be used in recursion [38, 62]. Therefore, stratified

programs will have to use the monotonic count in recursion

and then take the maximum at the next stratum. On the other

hand, by allowing the use of count in recursion, RaSQL avoids

the need to introduce a special monotonic count aggregate
all together. Similar observations will also hold for sum (but

not for avg since the ratio of monotonic count and sum is not

monotonic).
A third reason is that the Q2 syntax clearly states to users

that the optimization resulting from PreM will be applied in

the course of the fixpoint computation which often exhibits

4
Single-Source-Shortest-Path (SSSP) algorithm, shown in Section 4
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Figure 1: Performance of Stratified Query vs. RaSQL

much better performance than Q1–and there are even cases,

such as SSSP with directed cycles, where Q2 terminates but

Q1 does not. Our experiments result in Figure 1 shows that

a typical unstratified query runs orders of magnitude faster

than their stratified counterparts on widely used graph ap-

plications such as CC and SSSP5.
Of course, before replacing Q1 with the much more prefer-

able Q2, users should ensure that PreM holds for their queries.

This task can be performed using the proof techniques intro-

duced in [63]. However, a formal proof is often an over-kill

for people who are used to testing rather than proving the

correctness of their queries. These users will instead want

to test that PreM held at each step of the computations by

which they tested the correctness of their programs. Thus

we provide an auto-validation tool bundled with the RaSQL

compiler, which helps validate arbitrary RaSQL query (Ap-

pendix G). Moreover, we built a library of commonly used

graph and data mining algorithms written in RaSQL and we

proved that they satisfy PreM. These queries can be easily

modified to adapt to a wider range of application scenarios.

4 RASQL EXAMPLES
We provide a list of example queries written in RaSQL: Exam-

ple 1-3 are classical graph queries; Example 4-8 demonstrate

various application queries expressible in RaSQL.

Example 1 - Single-Source-Shortest-Path (SSSP):

Base tables: edge(Src: int, Dst: int, Cost: double)
WITH recursive path (Dst, min() AS Cost) AS
(SELECT 1, 0) UNION
(SELECT edge.Dst, path.Cost + edge.Cost
FROM path, edge
WHERE path.Dst = edge.Src)

SELECT Dst, Cost FROM path

The SSSP query computes shortest paths from a given source

node to all other nodes in the graph. The weighted edges are

stored in the base relation edдe . The recursive relation path
is initialized with a path of length 0 to the source node itself.

The paths to other nodes are iteratively computed by joining

existing paths with edges that start from the end of these

paths. The min aggregate is used to select the shortest path.

5
*Only the execution time for meaningful iterations is recorded for stratified-

SSSP, as it will not terminate due to loops in the graph.

Example 2 - Connected-Components (CC):

Base tables: edge(Src: int, Dst: int)
WITH recursive cc (Src, min() AS CmpId) AS
(SELECT Src, Src FROM edge) UNION
(SELECT edge.Dst, cc.CmpId FROM cc, edge
WHERE cc.Src = edge.Src)

SELECT count(distinct cc.CmpId) FROM cc

The CC query finds all connected components in a graph.

The idea of this algorithm is label propagation. Each node is

attached a component id CmpId denoting which component

it belongs to. Initially, it is assigned as its own id. During
iterations, the CmpId of each node is updated as the minimal

CmpId from its neighbors. The final result is calculated by

counting the distinct number of CmpIds as all nodes within
a single connected component will have the same (minimal)

CmpId when the fixpoint is reached.

Example 3 - Count Paths:
Base tables: edge(Src: int, Dst: int)
WITH recursive cpaths (Dst, sum() AS Cnt) AS
(SELECT 1, 1) UNION
(SELECT edge.Dst, cpaths.Cnt FROM cpaths, edge
WHERE cpaths.Dst = edge.Src)

SELECT Dst, Cnt FROM cpaths

The Count Paths query computes the number of paths from

a given node to all nodes in a graph. The cpaths is initialized
by 1, which is the count of paths from the start node to itself.

The number of paths from the start node to another node is

iteratively computed by adding up the path count from the

start node to an intermediate node, which directly connects

to the destination code.

Example 4 - Management:

Base tables: report(Emp: int, Mgr: int)
WITH recursive empCount (Mgr, count() AS Cnt) AS
(SELECT report.Emp, 1 FROM report) UNION
(SELECT report.Mgr, empCount.Cnt
FROM empCount, report
WHERE empCount.Mgr = report.Emp)

SELECT Mgr, Cnt FROM empCount

The Management query calculates the total number of em-

ployees that a manager directly and indirectly manages in

a large corporation. The base relation report describes the
relationship between an employee and his/her manager. In

the base case, the employee count for everyone is initialized

to 1. In the recursive case, the employee count of a manager

is iteratively computed by adding up the employee count of

his/her direct reporters.

Example 5 - MLM Bonus:

Base tables: sales(M: int, P: double)
sponsor(M1: int, M2: int)

WITH recursive bonus(M, sum() as B) AS
(SELECT M, P*0.1 FROM sales) UNION
(SELECT sponsor.M1, bonus.B*0.5 FROM bonus, sponsor
WHERE bonus.M = sponsor.M2)

SELECT M, B FROM bonus
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The MLM Bonus query calculates the bonuses that a com-

pany using a multi-level marketing model [7] needs to pay

its members. The salesmen in such a company form a pyra-

mid hierarchy, where new members are recruited into the

company by old members (sponsors) and get products from

their sponsors. A member’s bonus is based on his/her own

personal sales and the sales of each member in the pyramid

network that he/she directly and indirectly sponsored.

The sales relation describes the gross profit P that each

member makes, and the sponsor relation shows the sponsor

relationship between two members. In the base case, it cal-

culates the bonus that a member earns through the products

that they sold by themselves. In the recursive case, it calcu-

late the bonus that derived from the sales of each member

that he/she directly/indirectly sponsors.

Example 6 - Interval Coalesce:
Base tables: inter(S: int, E: int)
CREATE VIEW lstart(T) AS
(SELECT a.S FROM inter a, inter b
WHERE a.S <= b.E
GROUP BY a.S HAVING a.S = min(b.S))

WITH recursive coal (S, max() AS E) AS
(SELECT lstart.T, inter.E FROM lstart, inter
WHERE lstart.T = inter.S) UNION
(SELECT coal.S, inter.E FROM coal, inter
WHERE coal.S <= inter.S AND inter.S <= coal.E)

SELECT S, E FROM coal

The Interval Coalesce query finds the smallest set of intervals

that cover input intervals. It is one of the most frequently

used queries in temporal databases. However, it is notori-

ously difficult to write correctly in SQL [66]. Here, we express

it succinctly with RaSQL using the max aggregate.

In the first part, a non-recursive view called lstart is cre-
ated to find all left start points of intervals that are not cov-

ered by other intervals (except itself), using a self-join on

the base relation inter. In the second part, the recursive view

coal, which represents the final coalesced intervals, is com-

puted by extending the end points of intervals having the left

starting points in lstart through iteratively merging other

intervals which cover these end points.

Example 7 - Party Attendance:

Base tables: organizer(OrgName: str)
friend(Pname: str, Fname: str)

WITH recursive attend(Person) AS
(SELECT OrgName FROM organizer) UNION
(SELECT Name, Ncount FROM cntfriends
WHERE Ncount >= 3),

recursive cntfriends(Name, count() AS Ncount) AS
(SELECT friend.FName, friend.Pname
FROM attend, friend
WHERE attend.Person=friend.Pname)

SELECT Person FROM attend

The Party Attendance query computes people who will at-

tend a party — a person will attend the party if and only

if three or more of his/her friends attend, or he/she is the

organizer. Similar queries occur in analyzing large social net-

works. This query is more complex than previous examples

as it is expressed in a mutual recursion fashion, i.e., the defi-

nitions of two or more recursive relations reference to each

other. The attend relation records people who will attend the

party, which is computed from the information provided by

cntfriends. The cntfriends relation records the number of a

person’s friends who will attend the party, which also needs

the information from the attend relation.

Example 8 - Company Control:

Base tables: shares(By: str, Of: str, Percent: int)
WITH recursive cshares(ByCom, OfCom, sum() AS Tot) AS
(SELECT By, Of, Percent FROM shares) UNION
(SELECT control.Com1, cshares.OfCom, cshares.Tot
FROM control, cshares
WHERE control.Com2 = cshares.ByCom),

recursive control(Com1, Com2) AS
(SELECT ByCom, OfCom FROM cshares WHERE Tot > 50)

SELECT ByCom, OfCom, Tot FROM cshares

The Company Control query was proposed by Mumick, Pi-

rahesh and Ramakrishnan [43] to calculate the complex con-

trolling relationships between companies. Companies can

purchase shares of other companies. In addition to the shares

that a company owns directly, a company A owns shares

that are controlled by a company B if A has a majority (over

50% of the total number) of B’s shares. A tuple (A, B, 51) in
the base relation shares indicates company A directly owns

51% of the shares of company B. This query also uses mu-
tual recursion: The cshares view recursively computes the

percentage of shares that one company owns of another com-

pany while the control view decides whether one company

controls another company.

5 COMPILER IMPLEMENTATION
We implement the RaSQL compiler and optimizer on top

of Spark SQL
6
, because it supports the current ANSI-SQL

standard with a well-designed SQL parser, analyzer and opti-

mizer. However, we would like to point out that most of the

compilation and optimization techniques proposed in this

paper are applicable to systems that currently only support

recursive queries with stratified aggregates, e.g. Postgres.

The key challenge that we encounter is that the Spark

SQL compiler does not support recursive queries, i.e. infinite

loops will occur during reference resolution step if a recursive
table reference exists in the view definition. To overcome this

difficulty, we designed a special two-step compiling process.

In the first step, all recursive table references are recognized
as the recursive relations, which are mark points to prevent

6
Details about Apache Spark and Spark SQL is provided in Appendix B
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the analyzer to go further when building the operator tree.

Moreover, as implicit group-by and aggregates-in-recursion

syntax is used in recursive view columns, the corresponding

aggregates and group-by columns are identified in each sub-

query. This step generates a Recursive Clique Plan, as shown
in Figure 2 (a) for the waitfor query (Q2 in Section 2).

In the second step, the Recursive Clique Plan is further an-

alyzed by other rules defined in the analyzer, such as column

aliases resolution, basic operator (e.g. join, filter, aggregate)

conversion, etc. The analyzed plan is then optimized by a

batch of rules such as predicate pushdown, filter combination

and constant evaluation defined in the optimizer. Finally, the

logical plan is sent to the physical planner to generate the

final execution plan. In order to evaluate the recursive plan
iteratively, we introduce a new fixpoint operator which drives
the iterative evaluation process. It makes the output stage

of an iteration serve as the input stages of the next iteration

to ensure the correct dataflow between iterations. Once the

fixpoint is reached, the operator returns the union of tuples

produced during all iterations as the result. The physical plan

of Q2 is shown in Figure 2 (b), and the detailed distributed

evaluation of the fixpoint operator will be discussed next.

6 FIXPOINT OPERATOR EXECUTION
The naive evaluation described in Algorithm 2 provides a

conceptual idea for evaluating a recursive query. However,

due to its inefficiency, the fixpoint operator adopts an opti-

mized version called Semi-Naïve evaluation (SN) [15].

The main idea of SN is the delta evaluation: only newly

produced data items stored in the delta relation at iteration i
will participate in the calculation for iteration i+1, thus much

less computation is required compared to the naive version

given both use the same number of iterations to the fixpoint.

We first revisit the classical single-node Semi-Naïve eval-
uation method using the Transitive Closure (TC) example

(Algorithm 3). The optimization made to the distributed ex-

ecution is discussed in Section 6.1 and the optimization of

aggregates in recursion is described in Section 6.2, the choice

of distributed join types is discussed in Appendix D.

Base tables: edge(Src, Dst)
WITH recursive tc (Src, Dst) AS
(SELECT Src, Dst FROM edge) UNION
(SELECT tc.Src, edge.Dst FROM tc, edge
WHERE tc.Dst = edge.Src)

SELECT Src, Dst FROM tc

Transitive Closure (TC) Query Example

Algorithm 3 Semi-Naive Evaluation of TC

1: δtc← edge(X, Y)
2: tc← δtc
3: do
4: tcnew← πX,Y(δtc(X, Z) Z edge(Z, Y))
5: δtc′← tcnew − tc
6: tc← tc ∪ δtc′

7: δtc← δtc′

8: while (δtc , ∅)

9: return tc

The Transitive Closure query generates all pairs of nodes

(X, Y) that are reachable from X to Y. In Algorithm 3, tc is the
set of all tuples produced for the recursive relation and δtc
(δtc′) is the set of new tuples (delta) produced for the current

iteration. In SN, the base case is evaluated first. The tuples

in edge become the initial set of tuples for both δtc and tc
(line 1-2). Then, SN iterates until a fixpoint is reached (line 8).

Each iteration begins by joining δtc with the base relation
relation edge and projecting X, Y terms to produce candidate

tc results (line 4). These results are then set-differenced with

tc to eliminate duplicates and produce δtc′ (line 5), which
is unioned into tc (line 6) and becomes δtc (line 7) for the
next iteration. As each iteration only uses the δtc as the

join input in SN, no duplicate tuples are generated, thus the

intermediate results are much smaller than the naive version,

leading to a more efficient execution. It is worth mentioning

that the SN evaluation divides the recursive relation into a

delta relation (δtc) and an all relation (tc) during evaluation,
which are two important notions and will be used frequently

in later discussions.

6.1 Distributed Semi-Naive Evaluation
To derive a distributed version of the Semi-Naive evaluation

(Algorithm 3), it is necessary to identify the key operations

that the algorithm does in each iteration, which can be gen-

eralized to two steps: (1) the delta relation produced at it-

eration i-1 is joined with the base relation (plus other RA
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Algorithm 4 Distributed Semi-Naïve (DSN) Evaluation

1: B: Base relation
2: R: Recursive relation (All)
3: δR, δR′: Recursive relation (Delta)
4: K : Partition key for δR, δR′, B, R, also the join key

5:

6: functionMapStage(δR, B)
7: ▷ Require: δR, B co-partitioned on join key K
8: for each partition pair of (δR,B) do
9: emit Π(δR ▷◁δR .K=B .K B)

10:

11: function ReduceStage(δR′, R)
12: ▷ Require: δR′, R co-partitioned on key K
13: for each partition pair of (δR′,R) do
14: D← δR′ − R
15: R ← δR′ ∪ R
16: emit D
17:

18: δR ← Results of Base Case, R ← ∅
19: do
20: i ← i + 1

21: MapOutput←MapStage(δR, B)
22: δR′← ShuffleExchange(MapOutput, key = K )
23: δR← ReduceStage(δR′, R)
24: while (δR , ∅)
25: return R

operations such as filter, project if necessary); (2) the result is

set differenced with the all relation to produce the new delta
relation for iteration i+1 and set union-ed to expand the all
relation. Besides, the data exchange between iterations also

need to be meticulously planned in order to achieve the opti-

mal performance. Thus we discuss our efforts in improving

the intra/inter-iteration planning beyond the Spark’s default

execution model.

Intra-Iteration Planning The evaluation steps within an

iteration can be naturally modeled as a Map stage and a Re-

duce stage, and supported on any distributed system that

adopts the idea of MapReduce [22] (e.g. Hadoop, Spark),

which leads to the DSN evaluation as shown in Algorithm

4: In the Map stage, the join and other RA operations will

generate the Map outputs (line 9), which are then shuffled
to the desired partitioning (formal definition of partitioning

the relational dataset is provided in Appendix A) as required

by the reducers (line 22); In the Reduce stage, input tuples

are set-differenced/unioned with the existing tuples in the

all relation to produce the new delta relation and all rela-
tion (line 14, 15) for the next iteration. All computations are

performed partition-wise, and the join and set operations

require both input relations co-partitioned (line 7, 12).

Inter-Iteration Planning In principle, as long as the out-

put result of the previous iteration to be served as the input

of the next iteration, the scheduler will take care of the inter-

iteration planning. However, extra challenges are posed in

practice which significantly affect the performance: Firstly,

the Spark scheduler is unaware of the nature of fixpoint it-
eration jobs, which leads to the stages of each iteration to

be scheduled independently without considering the inter-

iteration data locality. Secondly, as a Spark RDD is immutable,

each union or set difference operation will result in a new

RDD being created with most of its data redundantly copied

from up-stream RDDs. These two issues nearly eliminate the

performance benefits brought by the Semi-Naive evaluation,

thus we designed a special data structure for RDDs and a new

scheduling policy to optimize the Inter-Iteration Planning.

SetRDDWe designed a new data structure for the all RDD,
which organizes each of its partition data in an append-only

hashSet to support frequent set-difference/union operations.

Each partition of the all RDD is cached in workers’ memory

or disk during all iterations to enable fast access. As a result,

the speed of set operations is greatly improved because the

set union only incurs the overhead of adding new data items.

This is much faster than having to copy all data as required

by immutable RDDs.

A natural concern that arises is whether the fault-recovery

of the RDD is compromised by the fact that the lineage of the

all RDD is no longer preserved due to its mutable structure.

In reality, a good recovery speed can still be achieved since its

set data which represents the computed results from all pre-

vious iterations are always cached (checkpointed), a failure

in any iteration will only incur the replay of the execution

job belonging to the current stage, resulting in a competitive

performance w.r.t. lineage-based method.

Partition-Aware Scheduling The Algorithm 4 poses a

strong partitioning restriction for the base relation and delta
relation, which demands the reduce key to be the same as the

join key. By doing this, the reduce output will be partitioned

as required to be served as input for the next iteration’s Map

tasks, whichmeans that an ideal scheduling policy could take

advantage of this to schedule a Map task of the next iteration

to the worker which contains its input data, achieving the

iter-iteration data locality.
However, the Spark scheduler fails to do so because by

default a hybrid strategy is adopted to decide where to run

a task by considering a combination of factors such as the

workload of executor, the locality waiting time, and the input

data locations. Though this strategy generally works well in

scheduling multiple independent jobs, it leads to sub-optimal

performance in fixpoint iterations due to the ignorance of the

iter-iteration data locality which causes unnecessary remote

data fetches across iterations.
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Figure 3: Dataflow of DSN iterations

Thus we designed a new scheduling policy, which makes

the Spark scheduler aware of the locations of a cached RDD’s

partition blocks, and schedules corresponding tasks of an-

other RDD to these locations. It works as follows: 1) when

an RDD is cached, it sends back the locations of its partitions

to the master; 2) if another RDD needs to be co-partitioned
with this RDD in case of join, union, etc, it can request the

scheduler to assign its tasks to the cached RDD’s locations.

Figure 3 shows the dataflow between two consecutive iter-

ations i and i+1. The base relation (ellipse) is partitioned and

cached on each worker before the start of the first iteration,

and it is joined with the delta relation (blue rectangle) to

produce the new delta relation in each Map stage. The all
relation (unfilled rectangle) is partitioned and cached using

SetRDD, and is expanded in each Reduce stage through the

union with the new delta relation. Thanks to the partition-
aware scheduling policy, the Map task which reads the parti-

tioned data produced from the Reduce task of the previous

iteration are always scheduled on the same worker, which

eliminates any unnecessary remote fetches and achieves the

data-locality across iterations.

6.2 Aggregates In Recursion
To efficiently support the aggregates-in-recursion optimiza-

tion enabled by the PreM property, the general logic of Map

and Reduce tasks need to be extended as shown in Algorithm

5: In the Map stage, the projected tuples will be partially ag-
gregated first to reduce the shuffling data size (line 5); In

the Reduce stage, the partially aggregated tuples are merged
with the existing results sharing the same aggregation key

in all RDD (R). The delta RDD (D) includes tuples not only
with newly generated group key (line 11-12), but also ex-

isting groups whose aggregate values are updated in the

current iteration (line 13-14). These are indeed the extended

operations for set difference and union under aggregates.

Again, we use the waitfor example to illustrate how delta

tuples are generated ifmax aggregates are used: Suppose the

Algorithm 5Map/Reduce Stage w/ Max Aggregate

1: functionMapStage(δR, B)
2: ▷ Require: δR, B co-partitioned on join key K
3: for each partition pair of (δR,B) do
4: P ← Πk,v (δR ▷◁δR .K=B .K B)
5: emit Partial_Aggregate(P , func=max , key=k)

6:

7: function ReduceStage(δR′, R)
8: ▷ Require: δR′, R co-partitioned on key K
9: for each partition pair of (δR′,R) do
10: for each partial aggregated (k,v) of δR′ do
11: if k not in R.keys then
12: put (k,v) in R, add to D
13: else if v > R(k) then
14: update (k,v) in R, add to D
15: emit D

tuple (b, 5)7 has already been produced in previous iterations,
which indicates the maximum waitfor days calculated for

part “b” is 5 so far. If a bigger waitfor day is derived from

its subpart in the current iteration, e.g., 6, then (b, 6) will be
added to δ , and participates in the next iteration’s calcula-

tion. However, if a produced waitfor day is smaller, e.g., 3,

then (b, 3) will be ignored and discarded due to the prop-

erty of monotonic aggregates. For theoretical proof of the

correct semantics for semi-naive evaluation with monotonic

aggregates in recursion, we refer [38] for interested readers.

7 PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION
After our initial experiments, we found that the major per-

formance affecting factors not only include the computation-
intensive operations such as joins and aggregates, but also

IO-intensive tasks such as scheduling and shuffling. Thus we

designed hybrid optimization strategies such as stage combi-

nation, decomposed plan optimization and code generation,

to alleviate the performance bottlenecks in both aspects.

7.1 Stage Combination
The abstraction of the distributed Semi-Naive evaluation

process as a series of Map/Reduce stages (Algorithm 4) pro-

vides a general implementation guidance on any systems

that support the MapReduce model. In Spark, however, the

RDD model is more powerful than MapReduce as all RDD

transformations that are not separated by the shuffling oper-

ation can be pipelined within a stage. Thus, we can combine

the Reduce stage of the iteration i with the Map stage of the

iteration i + 1 into a single ShuffleMap stage as shown in

Algorithm 6. Note that stage combination is only possible by

activating the partition-aware scheduling policy introduced

7
The grouping key is “b” and aggregate value is 5.
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Algorithm 6 Optimized DSN Evaluation w/ Aggregate

1: B: Base relation
2: R: Recursive relation (All)
3: δR: Recursive relation (Delta)
4: K : Partition key for δR, B, R, also the join key

5:

6: function ShuffleMapStage(δR, B, R)
7: ▷ Require: δR, B, R all-partitioned on key K
8: for each partition pair of (δR,B,R) do
9: for each partial aggregated (k,v) of δR do
10: if k not in R.keys then
11: put (k,v) in R, add to D
12: else if v > R(k) then
13: update (k,v) in R, add to D
14: P ← Πk,v (D ▷◁D .K=B .K B)
15: emit Partial_Aggregate(P , func=max , key=k)

16:

17: δR ← Results of Base Case, R ← ∅
18: do
19: i ← i + 1

20: MapOutput← ShuffleMapStage(δR, B, R)
21: δR← ShuffleExchange(MapOutput, key = K )
22: while (δR , ∅)
23: return R
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Figure 4: Dataflow of optimized DSN iterations

in Section 6.1 because all three RDDs δR, B, R that participate

in the evaluation need to be co-partitioned and any specific

partition requires to be scheduled on the same worker across

all iterations to minimize the data movements.

The optimized distributed Semi-Naive evaluation is visu-

alized in Figure 4. Note that each iteration now only takes

a single stage thus greatly reduces the overall scheduling

cost and improves the cache locality. We evaluate the effect

of stage combination optimization using CC, REACH and

SSSP queries on various sizes of RMAT dataset (Figure 5). The
result shows a very significant improvement on the overall

execution time. For recursive queries without aggregates,

such as REACH, it achieves a performance boost of 3X to 5X.

For queries with aggregates such asCC and SSSP, it achieves
an improvement between 1.5X to 2X.
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Figure 5: Effect of Stage Combination

7.2 Decomposed Plan Optimization
Certain kinds of recursive queries can undergo special opti-

mizations as indicated by previous research work [46][57].

These queries can be compiled into decomposable planswhich
exhibit an attractive feature for parallel execution: A well-

chosen partitioning strategy for the decomposable plan allows
the result RDD produced from the join to preserve the orig-

inal partitioning of the input delta RDD. For example, the

plan of the linear TC query is decomposable, thus if δtc(X, Y)
is partitioned on X, δtc(X, Y) can be joined with base relation
edge(Y, Z) to produce the result δ ′tc(X, Z), with the same

partitioning as the input δtc(X, Y) (both partitioned on X).
As the output delta RDD preserves the input’s partition-

ing, the executor which works on partition i in the current

iteration can continue to work on the same partition in the

next iteration, with all its input data fetched locally. This is

a pretty nice feature as it allows all partitions of a decom-
posable plan to be computed out independently without the

global synchronization, i.e. each executor can claim a par-

tition and performs the iterative computation on its own

without communication with the master or other workers

until the fixpoint is reached.

However, a decomposable plan often implies the join key is

different from the partitioning key. For example, the δtc(X, Y)
is partitioned on X but joined on Y, which indicates that it is

possible to join with any tuple of the base relation edge(Y, Z).
To fulfill this requirement, each worker must own an entire

copy of the base relation, instead of just a partition of it, in

order to conduct the independent execution. In practice, an

entire copy of the base relation is distributed to each worker

(and cached on it) before the start of the recursive iterations.

In our implementation, we use broadcast-hash join to dis-

tribute the base relation to workers and perform the hash

join in each iteration. The default implementation provided

by Spark requires the hash table to be built on the master

node before being sent to workers, which is inefficient for

large relations as the hashed relation is often 2X to 3X larger

than the original one. We optimize the process by broadcast-

ing the compressed relation and ask each worker to build the

hash table on its own, thus minimizing the data transfered.

Figure 6 shows the effect of the decomposed execution and

the broadcast compression by measuring the performance of

TC query on various sizes of synthetic graphs (parameters are
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Figure 7: Effect of Code Generation

provided in Appendix E). The broadcasting time is depicted

on the graph as solid bars (broadcast/total time). The figure

shows that even broadcasting a large relation takes time, the

overall performance of the decomposable optimization is still

much improved over the un-optimized version, by approx-

imately 1.5X to 2X. Moreover, the broadcast compression

contributes a lot in bringing a good performance on large

graphs such as N-40M and N-80M, with a reduction of nearly

half of the overall execution time.

7.3 Code Generation
Spark 2.0 [60] introduces the whole-stage code generation

which helps the execution engine eliminate the bottlenecks

of the classical volcano iterator model [30] such as frequent

virtual function calls, and better leverages CPU registers for

intermediate data [45]. The engine uses the code generated at

the runtime to compute the query results instead of using the

actual operators, while the code is generated from collapsing

fragments of query operators into a single function wherever

possible.

Since a RaSQL query is compiled to a Spark SQL plan for

execution, queries written in RaSQL can also benefit from the

speedups brought by the whole-stage code generation. Note

that to fully leverage the power of code generation, we add

extra code generation rules for operators without code gen-

eration support in Spark, such as shuffle-hash join with base
relation cached. As a result, for most queries, the code gen-

eration is able to collapse all operators within each iteration

into a single function to achieve the best performance.

To demonstrate the effect of code generation, we compare

the pure recursive iteration time (excluding the data load-

ing time) of CC, SSSP and REACH queries on RMAT datasets,

as shown in Figure 7. For CC and SSSP queries, the code

generation reduces the computation time by 10% to 20%.

However, the effect of the code generation is not as signifi-

cant as other optimizations, mainly due to two reasons. First,

as code generation collapses multiple RDD transformations

into a single function call, only large number of RDD trans-

formations will make a distinguished effect, which is not our

case. Second, most queries used in our experiments are not

computation-intensive, thus a large portion of the time is

spent on IO-intensive tasks such as shuffling, which further

diminishes the effectiveness of code generation.

8 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance of RaSQL system by comparing

the query execution time with four other systems, namely,

Apache Giraph, GraphX, BigDatalog, Myria on various sizes

of synthetic and real world datasets.

Apache Giraph and GraphX are the two most widely

used distributed graph processing engines. Both of them

are inspired by Google’s Pregel [37] system, but built on top

of different execution models, i.e. Hadoop MapReduce vs.

Spark RDD. These two systems exhibit good performance

in processing large-scale graph datasets as demonstrated by

[29, 36]. We choose distributed graph engines for compari-

son mainly because many graph algorithms can be elegantly

expressed as recursive queries in RaSQL (Section 4).

We choose two systems from academia for comparison,

BigDatalog [51] and Myria [56]. BigDatalog is a recursive

Datalog query engine and also built on top of Apache Spark.

Myria is a distributed big data management system focused

on complex workflow processing, which also supports recur-

sive queries expressed by Datalog.

Experimental Setup. Our experiments are conducted on a

16-node cluster. Each node runs Ubuntu 14.04 LTS and has an

Intel i7-4770 CPU (3.40GHz, 4 core/8 thread), 32GB memory

and a 1 TB 7200 RPM hard drive. Nodes of the cluster are all

connected with a 1Gbit network.

For each system, one node is dedicated as the master and

other 15 nodes as the workers. Each worker node is allocated

30 GB RAM and 8 CPU cores (120 total cores) for execution.

Myria is configured with one instance of Myria and Post-

greSQL per node since each node has one disk. The Hadoop

version is 2.2 for all systems using HDFS.We evaluate RaSQL,

BigDatalog, GraphX and Spark-SQL programs with one par-

tition per available CPU core, on Spark 2.0 platform. The

Giraph system directly runs as MapReduce jobs on Hadoop.

All systems are activated with the in-memory computation

by default. RaSQL is configured to execute queries using

shuffle-hash join and optimized DSN evaluation with stage

combination and code generation optimizations.

8.1 Graph Data Analytics
In this section, we show the performance comparison of our

system with GraphX, Giraph, BigDatalog and Myria using
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Figure 8: Performance comparison on RMAT graphs. The x-axis represents sizes scale from 1M to 128M.
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Figure 9: Systems performance comparison of REACH, CC and SSSP on real graphs.

three common graph analytics queries. We report the execu-

tion time of these systems over the benchmark programs on

different sizes of synthetic and real world graphs.

Programs.We choose three commonly used graph queries —

REACH, CC and SSSP8 for performance comparison, mainly

because they are commonly used, already implemented as li-

brary algorithms inmost graph systems, havewell-understood

behavior to be served as fair measurements. The REACH
program uses breadth-first-search to find all nodes that are

reachable from a source vertex; the CC program uses label

propagation algorithm to identify the connected components

in the graph; the SSSP program computes the shortest paths

from a source node to all other nodes in the graph.

Datasets. For synthetic graphs, we use RMAT graph generator
[4] with parameters (a,b, c) = (0.45, 0.25, 0.15) to generate

different sizes of RMAT-n graphs (n ∈ {1M, 2M, 4M, 8M, 16M,

32M, 64M, 128M}). RMAT-n has n vertices and 10n directed

edges with uniform integer weights ranging from [0, 100).
The experiments on different sizes of RMAT-n datasets help

us understand how RaSQL and other systems scale with

graphs of increasing size. For real world graphs, we use four

frequently experimented datasets as listed in Table 1.

We record the total time of evaluation starting from the

data loading until the evaluation completes, as most systems

do not explicitly report their data loading time. For CC, each
point on the figure represents the average evaluation time

8CC and SSSP are provided in Section 4, REACH is shown in Appendix C.

Name Vertices Edges Source
livejournal 4,847,572 68,993,773 [5]

orkut 3,072,441 117,185,083 [8]

arabic 22,744,080 639,999,458 [1]

twitter 41,652,231 1,468,365,182 [34]

Table 1: Parameters of Real World Graphs

on the test graph over 5 runs. For REACH and SSSP, each
point represents the average time over 5 randomly selected

vertices, run 5 times each.

Figure 8 shows the experimental results for the RMAT-n
graphs. In general, we noticed that for all three programs

on our test graphs, RaSQL system runs either the fastest

(REACH) or very close (CC, SSSP), i.e. within 10% to the

fastest system on RMAT-16M or larger sizes, outperforming

GraphX by 4X to 8X. Specifically, Giraph performs similar

to RaSQL on CC and SSSP queries, and only a little slower

on REACH: the relative good performance of Giraph largely

benefits from the fine performance tuning techniques such as

multi-threading, shared aggregates and better serialization

[20]. However, we find that it is verbose and difficult to write

correct code in Giraph as the input types and data formats

need to be hard-coded in the program which leads to poor

user-experiences. GraphX is much slower than RaSQL and

other systems: by digging into its execution plan, we find

that its implementation of vertex-centric model on top of

Spark RDD has some inefficiencies. For example, each itera-

tion is split into 4 ShuffleMap stages in GraphX compared
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Figure 10: Performance comparison on Delivery,Management andMLM queries.

to 1 in RaSQL, though both systems spend the same number

of iterations to complete. Moreover, the direct translation

of a GraphX program into raw RDDs loses important opti-

mization chances such as operator combination and code

generation. In contrast, the RaSQL system takes care of all

these aspects thus generates better recursive plans. Myria

runs fastest when the dataset size is small (typically 4M or

smaller), but it scales poorly and gradually lags behind other

systems on large data sizes. A potential explanation is that

Myria has less overhead on small graphs but its commu-

nication module is less robust compared to other systems,

thus affecting its performance on large datasets. In summary,

RaSQL shares a similar curve with Giraph, which demon-

strates the best scalability among all systems, and are always

among the fastest systems when the data size becomes large.

Figure 9 shows the performance results for four real world

datasets. Interestingly, RaSQL shows a better relative perfor-

mance compared with Giraph: approximately 2X faster on

REACH and SSSP. This improvement is largely in credit to a

better handling of skewed datasets in RaSQL, i.e. a better par-

titioning strategy that leads to more balanced workloads on

each executor. GraphX also closes its gap to Giraph, which

is only 1.5X to 2X slower, but still much slower than RaSQL.

Over all real world dataset experiments, RaSQL ranks the

1st on 9 tests, and ranks the 2nd on the remaining 3 tests,

which demonstrates RaSQL’s superior performance.

To demonstrate the needs for distributed processing, we

compare those systems with the single-threaded GAP Bench-

mark [16]. For small datasets such as livejournal and orkut,
the performance difference is small due to the overhead of

distributed systems. However, the advantage of distributed

evaluation becomes significant on large datasets such as

twitter. For example, in CC and SSSP queries, the RaSQL

gains a speedup of 7X and 100X over the single-threaded

baseline. More comparisons are presented in Appendix F.

8.2 Complex Data Analytics
In this section, we report experimental results on three com-

plex data analytics queries, to demonstrate the performance

of RaSQL beyond the traditional graph applications.

Programs.We choose three real world application queries —

Delivery,Management andMLM (The introduction example

and Example 4, 5 in Section 4). The Delivery query describes

the Bill-Of-Materials (BOM) scenario. TheManagement query
computes the number of subordinates that a manager has in

a company. TheMLM calculates the bonus that a multi-level

marketing company needs to pay for its members.

Datasets. As all three queries work on hierarchical data, we

generate datasets of trees in different levels: each tree node

has randomly 5 to 10 children, and each child has a 20% to

60% chance (leaf probability) of becoming a leaf. ForDelivery
query, the basic relation is generated by assigning weights

to the leaf nodes and for MLM query, the sales relation is

generated by assigning weights to each node in the tree. The

final datasets we generated for experiments contain trees of

height 10, 11, 12, 13 with 40M, 80M, 160M and 300M nodes.

As these three queries are not typical graph queries, we

use GraphX, Spark-SQL-SN and Spark-SQL-Naive for the

baseline comparisons because all of them can execute on the

same platform, i.e. Spark 2.0, as the RaSQL system. The Spark-

SQL-SN/Naive programs are optimized Spark programs to

simulate the Semi-Naive and naive recursive evaluation us-

ing a mix of the Scala loops and Spark SQLs, as Spark SQL

does not support recursive queries directly.

Figure 10 shows the experiment results, not surprisingly,

that RaSQL performs the best over all queries on all datasets,

with at least 2X faster than GraphX on 40M and 80M datasets.

The effectiveness of RaSQL optimizations becomes more sig-

nificant for the larger dataset (300M), making the system

4X-6X faster than GraphX. The relative inferior performance

of the Spark-SQL-Naive shows the inefficiency of executing

a recursive query as a series of iterative SQL statements, if it

does not take advantage of the delta evaluation. The Semi-

Naive evaluation simulated by Spark-SQL-SN does show

some improvements compared to the naive one, by approxi-

mately 2X. However, it still lags behind RaSQL by at least 4X,

which proves that the optimal performance of a recursive

query cannot be achieved by simply rewriting it into a series

of iterative SQL statements with the Semi-Naive evaluation

behavior simulated, because many important optimization
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chances in distributed execution such as scheduling, shuf-

fling and caching will still be missed. Surprisingly, even if we

only compare the time taken on the delta computation (solid

purple bar, denoted as delta/total time) which processes far

less data, the Spark-SQL-SN is still slower than RaSQL, which

shows the effectiveness of our optimizations.

9 RELATEDWORK
Providing formal semantics for aggregates in recursive Dat-

alog programs has been the focus of much past research

[42, 61]. In particular, [43] discussed programs stratified w.r.t.

aggregate operators whereas [32] defined extensions of the

well-founded semantics to programs with aggregates, which

might have multiple and counter-intuitive stable models. The

general approach to deal with all four aggregates proposed

in [48] uses semantics based on specialized lattices, with

each aggregate defining a monotonic mapping in its special

lattice — an approach with many practical limitations [27].

The optimization of programs with extrema by early pruning

of non-relevant facts studied in [25] and [52] exploits various

optimization conditions, while the notion of cost-monotonic

extrema aggregates was introduced by [26], using perfect

models and well-founded semantics. More recently, [24] de-

vised an algorithm for pushing max and min constraints into

recursion while preserving query equivalence under special-

ized monotonicity assumptions. As shown in [21, 62, 63], the

notion of PreM subsumes and simplifies those approaches.

Graph query languages. REX [41] supports a new WHILE
operator that can be used to express fixpoint computations

for SQL statements containing aggregates and other non-

monotonic constructs with no guarantee that a formal least-

fixpoint semantics is achieved. ScalOps [57] supports a loop

construct to allow the relational algebra transformations

mixed with the imperative steps. The RACO computation

model in Myria [55] provides the relational algebra with

iteration extension. Cypher [23], GraphQL [31], PGQL [54]

and SPARQL [47] are all query languages for property graphs

that can express some recursive queries through regular path

queries. Graph queries are supported in SQL Server 2017

with the search condition specified by the MATCH construct
in WHERE clause [6], but the expressive power of this language
is quite limited. To the best of our knowledge, none of the

languages mentioned above achieves the expressive power

of RaSQL and they also fail to provide a rigorous formal

semantics for aggregates in recursion.

Large-scale iterative data analytics systems. BigDatalog
[51] uses Datalog as its query language to support data an-

alytics on distributed datasets. Our RaSQL system borrows

some of BigDatalog’s best practices, such as SetRDD, but uses

a new architecture and introduces novel optimizations as

shown in in Section 6.1 and 7. These have delivered huge im-

provements over BigDatalog as shown in Section 8. The Sum-

mingBird [18] system provides a domain-specific language

in Scala to support online and batch MapReduce computa-

tions. The semantics of its aggregation is defined through the

theory of commutative semigroups. RaSQL differs from it by

providing a declarative language extension over SQL with a

rigorous semantics of aggregates-in-recursion guaranteed

by the PreM property. The Naiad [40, 44] system provides

a computational model, called timely dataflow, which is ef-

fective in parallel processing continuously changing input

data. DryadLINQ [59] is a system for data analysis and sup-

ports iteration. The Spark stack provides high-level APIs

for relational queries [13] and graph analytics [29]. Hyracks

[17] is a distributed dataflow engine and supports iterative

computation. Graph systems providing a vertex-centric API

for graph analytics workloads include Pregel [37], Giraph

[20], Powergraph [28], GraphLab [35] and Pregelix[19]. Dis-

tributed Semi-Naive evaluation on MapReduce systems such

as Hadoop are discussed in [12, 50]. [58] proposed optimized

algorithm for parallel recursive query execution on multi-

core machines. PrIter [64] adopts the prioritized execution

technique for fast iterative computation.

10 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we presented RaSQL language, which achieves

superior expressive power via simple extensions to the cur-

rent SQL standard. Users can express a variety of applica-

tions in RaSQL with a very succinct SQL syntax and rigor-

ous (fixpoint) semantics guarantee. We also presented the

RaSQL system, that compiles recursive queries into Spark

SQL plans using fixpoint operators with highly optimized

distributed Semi-Naive evaluation. Experiments of RaSQL on

Spark demonstrate the superior performance and scalability.

Current work focuses on automating the testing and prov-

ing of PreM queries and also on publishing a large library of

testing and proving examples that will enable users to take

full advantages of PreM when writing their applications.

FutureWork Several exciting research opportunities follow

from this work. The first opportunity involves optimizing the

implementation of RaSQL on various platforms, via index-

ing, multi-core support and improved partitioning schemes

for skewed data. Second, RaSQL’s handling aggregates in

recursion can be extended to continuous queries on stream-

ing data [49]. Third, extending other query languages, such

as XQuery or SPARQL, with recursive aggregates offers a

promising research direction. Furthermore, as SQL exten-

sions to support JSON or other data structures [6, 46] have

been proposed recently, combining the benefits brought by

their rich data models with the great expressive power of

RaSQL represents a compelling research objective.
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A PARTITION RELATIONAL DATASET
The dataset processed in a distributed system is often parti-
tioned and distributed onmultiple nodes. In Hadoop or Spark,

each executor only processes a single partition at one time.

We discuss the partitioning scheme for a relational dataset R.
A partition function decides which partition a given tuple

in R belongs to, defined as follows: Let C = (Ci1 , . . . ,Cik ) ⊆

R be a subset of attributes of relation R, and D = Di1 ×

Di2 . . . ,×Dik be the domain of values in attribute set C. A
partition function h over the partition key C is defined as a

hash function which maps any value d = (di1 , . . . ,dik ) ∈ D
to a partition id (pid), i.e., pid = h(d),h : D→ {1, . . . ,n}.

A dataset needs to be repartitioned if it does not satisfy the

required partitioning of a specific operation. In this case, a

shuffle operation will be involved which moves data between

different workers/executors to make sure the dataset is re-

arranged in the desired way.

B APACHE SPARK AND SPARK SQL
Apache Spark [60] is a popular large-scale distributed compu-

tation framework with Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD)

as its core abstraction. The RDDmodel abstracts a distributed

partitioned dataset and a series of coarse-grained operations,

such asmap, filter, join takes effect on it. Transformations are

performed lazily, i.e. they will not be submitted for execution

until an action such as count is called.
Spark SQL [13] is the relational data processing module on

top of Spark. It includes the full-fledged SQL parser, analyzer,

optimizer and planner which compile an SQL query into a

DAG of RDD transformations. Thus Spark SQL allows users

to express complex analytics logics in high-level Dataset

or SQL APIs without the knowledge of RDDs. Spark SQL

supports the SQL:2003 standard but without recursive CTE.

C ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES
Example 9 - Same-Generation (SG):

Base tables: rel(parent: int, child: int)
WITH recursive sg (X, Y) AS
(SELECT a.Child, b.Child FROM rel a, rel b
WHERE a.Parent = b.Parent AND a.Child <> b.Child)
UNION
(SELECT a.Child, b.Child FROM rel a, sg, rel b
WHERE a.Parent = sg.X AND b.Parent = sg.Y)

SELECT X, Y FROM sg

The Same-Generation (SG) query identifies pairs of nodes

where both are the same number of hops from a common

ancestor. The base relation rel includes the parent-child rela-

tionship of two nodes. In the base case, the recursive view sg
is initialized with nodes which share the same parent; In the

recursive case, the sg view is iteratively populated by new

pairs of nodes whose parents have already been classified as

the same generation.

Example 10 - Reachability (Reach):

Base tables: edge(Src: int, Dst: int)
WITH recursive reach (Dst) AS
(SELECT 1) UNION
(SELECT edge.Dst FROM reach, edge
WHERE reach.Dst = edge.Src)

SELECT Dst FROM reach

The Reachability (Reach) query basically does a Breadth-First

Search (BFS) to find out all nodes that are reachable from

the source node. In the base case, it adds the source node, i.e.

1, to the reach relation. In the recursive case, new nodes are

added to the reach relation in each iteration if their neighbors
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have already been included in the relation, i.e., been visited

during the BFS process.

Example 11 - All-Pairs Shortest-Path (APSP):

Base tables: edge(Src: int, Dst: int, Cost: double)
WITH recursive path (Src, Dst, min() AS Cost) AS
(SELECT Src, Dst, Cost FROM edge) UNION
(SELECT path.Src, edge.Dst, path.Cost + edge.Cost
FROM path, edge WHERE path.Dst = edge.Src)

SELECT Src, Dst, Cost FROM path

TheAll-Pairs Shortest-Path (APSP) query describes the Floyd-

Warshall’s [3] algorithm to compute the shortest paths be-

tween all pairs of nodes in a weighted graph. In the base

case, the recursive relation path is initialized by all existing

edges with costs. In the recursive case, new paths are itera-

tively derived by joining already computed paths with edges,

which are connected by the same intermediate node, with

the costs being summed up. The min aggregate is used to

find the minimal path among all paths between two nodes.

D JOIN IMPLEMENTATION
The join operation between the delta RDD and base RDD in

the Map stage (line 4 in Algorithm 5) is typically the most

time consuming part in each iteration. Here we consider two

types of distributed joins — shuffle-hash join and sort-merge

join with their performances compared. An optimized ver-

sion of the broadcast-hash join is a better choice for certain

types of queries, which is discussed in detail in Section 7.

Shuffle-Hash Join The general idea of the shuffle-hash join

is that one side (build side) of the join will build a hash table,

and the other side (stream side) streams the tuples and probes

the possible matches in hashed relation. In our implementa-

tion, the base relation side is always chosen as the build side

due to two reasons. First, the size of the delta relation will

become very large during the recursion iterations. Though

its size will reduce to zero when the fixpoint is reached, it

is still much larger than the base relation in most iterations.

Second, the fixed build side allows the hash table to be only

created once and then cached/reused across iterations, thus

the actual build time is amortized to small when the number

of iterations accumulates up.

Sort-Merge Join If both join sides contain very large rela-

tions that cannot fit in memory, sort-merge join becomes a

better choice over shuffle-hash join as it uses less memory

and has better cache locality. The join process starts with

sorting both inputs, followed by a merge phase of the sorted

runs. In our implementation, the base relation side is also

cached, i.e. sorted once and reused during iterations.

We did performance comparisons between the two joins

using three queries (CC, SSSP, REACH) on differently sized

RMAT dataset9. The performance in Figure 11 shows shuffle-

hash join always performs better. This result is not surprising

9
Experiment settings are provided in Section 8.
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Figure 11: Shuffle-Hash Join vs. Sort-Merge Join

as we always allocate enough memory for the base relation

side to build the entire hash map, which shows the cost of

probing the matches in the hash table is generally smaller

than sorting the whole delta relation. We also observed that

the sort-merge join requires much less memory than the

shuffle-hash join, and more stable than the latter, i.e. causes

less job failures, indicating it is a better choice if the join size

is large or stability is preferred.

E ADDITIONAL DATASET PARAMETERS
We use various sizes of synthetic datasets to verify the effect

of different optimization approaches as listed in Table 2.

Tree11 contains trees of height 11, and the degree of a non-

leaf vertex is a random number between 2 and 6. Grid150 is

a 151 by 151 grid while Grid250 is a 251 by 251 grid. The Gn-
e graphs are n-vertex random graphs (Erdős-Rényi model)

generated by randomly connecting vertices so that each pair

is connected with probability 10
−e
. Note that although these

graphs appear small in terms of number of vertices and edges,

TC and SG are capable of producing result sets many orders

of magnitude larger than the input dataset.

Name Vertices Edges TC SG
Tree11 71,391 71,390 805,001 2,086,271,974

Grid150 22,801 45,300 131,675,775 2,295,050

Grid250 63,001 125,500 1,000,140,875 10,541,750

G10K-3 10,000 100,185 100,000,000 100,000,000

G10K-2 10,000 999,720 100,000,000 100,000,000

G20K-3 20,000 399,810 400,000,000 400,000,000

G40K-3 40,000 1,598,714 1,600,000,000 1,600,000,000

G80K-3 80,000 6,399,376 6,400,000,000 6,400,000,000

Table 2: Parameters of Synthetic Graphs

F MORE EXPERIMENTS
Firstly, we report some additional experiment results about

how our RaSQL implementation on Spark scales over dif-

ferent cluster sizes, i.e. query execution with different num-

ber of workers. We measure the performance of TC and SG
queries on different sizes of synthetic datasets of Table 2.

As shown in Figure 12, our system scales well as 15-worker

gains 7X/10X speedups w.r.t. the 2-worker settings on TC/SG,
respectively. Note that the results of TC − G40K, SG − G10K
and SG − Tree11 using 1-worker are omitted as they either

run out of memory or require more than 2 hours to complete.
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Secondly, as a supplement to Figure 9, we show the results

of GAP Benchmark Suite [16] and COST [39] libraries run-

ning the CC query on real world datasets as suggested by

the reviewers. GAP-Serial and COST adopt single-threaded

label propagation algorithm, whereas GAP-Parallel executes

on 8 cores. As shown in Table 3, the two single-threaded

libraries tend to execute faster than the distributed systems

on small datasets, such as livejournal and orkut. This is
due to their low overhead, but there are other factors as well.

In particular, the GAP library is written in C++ and COST

in Rust; also, the fact that the COST library reads input in

binary format potentially accelerates its execution. However,

for larger datasets such as twitter, distributed implementa-

tions such as RaSQL and Giraph scale up better and clearly

win in performance.

Name livejournal orkut arabic twitter

COST 2 <1 14 200

GAP-Serial 13 21 95 763

GAP-Parallel 11 18 93 309

RaSQL 17 19 64 108

GraphX 30 32 72 317

Giraph 21 24 73 106

Table 3: CC Benchmark (in seconds)

G TESTING PREM
When testing a recursive query, to check that it produces

the intended result, the RaSQL system will also provide the

users with a simple way to verify that the result satisfies the

formal declarative semantics defined by the perfect model

of the stratified version of the query. This is guaranteed by

the following theorem.

Theorem G.1. If the PreM is satisfied at each step of the
fixpoint computation, the perfect model for its stratified version
of the query is obtained.

Now, checking that PreM holds at each step of the fixpoint

can be achieved by re-writing the original program into its

PreM-checking version. For instance, Query G2 below shows

the PreM checking version of our original APSP query G1.

WITH Recursive apsp(Src, Dst, min() AS Cost) AS
(SELECT Src, Dst, Len FROM edge)
UNION

(SELECT apsp.Src, edge.Dst, apsp.Cost+edge.Len
FROM apsp, edge WHERE apsp.Dst = edge.Src)

SELECT Src, Dst, Cost FROM apsp

Query G1: Original APSP Query

WITH Recursive all(Src, Dst, Cost) AS
(SELECT Src, Dst, Len FROM edge)
UNION

(SELECT apsp.Src, edge.Dst, apsp.Cost+edge.Len
FROM apsp, edge WHERE apsp.Dst = edge.Src),

Recursive apsp(Src, Dst, min() AS Cost) AS
(SELECT Src, Dst, Len FROM edge)
UNION

(SELECT all.Src, edge.Dst, all.Cost+edge.Len
FROM all, edge WHERE all.Dst = edge.Src)

SELECT Src, Dst, Cost FROM apsp

Query G2: PreM-checking version - APSP
Observe that G2 can be easily derived from G1, by in-

troducing an additional recursive view, all, that provides
the un-minimized counterpart of apsp. In fact, the state-

ments computing all in Query G2 are those that compute

apsp in G1, with the min constraint removed. Symmetri-

cally, the statements computing apsp in Query G2 are ob-

tained from G1 by replacing apsp by all in its recursive case.
Therefore, apsp in Query G2 implements the computation

γ (T (I )), whereas in the original Query G1 it was computed

as γ (T (γ (I ))). As long as we verify that Query G1 and G2

produce the same apsp results at each step of the computa-

tion, we are confident that the PreM holds at each step and

thus the query is correct.

The testing technique that we discussed for the APSP is

quite general and any RaSQL programmer can use it to test

PreM on their exo-min or endo-min queries. Furthermore, we

are implementing a debugging tool called GPtest that auto-

mates this task for users: Similar to a step-by-step debugger,

GPtest executes both the original and the PreM-checking

version queries iteration by iteration, and will signal a failure

of PreM as soon as a difference is detected, which calls for

revisions of the original programs. We hope that this will

help users quickly learn how to avoid violations of PreM

when writing their queries.

While testing will be sufficient to satisfy many users, a

formal proof of PreM is preferable in many situations, par-

ticularly when introducing advanced declarative algorithms

written in RaSQL such as those published on our website [11].

Such proofs can be performed by users exploiting techniques

similar to those described in [63], or by GPtestwhich is now
being extended to automate the PreM-proving process.
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